RULES OF REGULATION FOR
WASTE DISPOSAL

3 -Types of waste accepted :

- Authorized commercial users must report
directly to the stocking platform for garden
waste after weighing on the drawbridge and
visual checking by the guardian.

1-Role of rubbish tip
The purpose of the waste tips in Chamonix
(Le Closy) and Les Houches (Bocher) are :








To allow the inhabitants, shopkeepers
and artisans of Chamonix, Les Houches
and Vallorcine to dispose of the waste
not collected by the household rubbish
services.
To stop illegal rubbish dumping in the
countryside.
To recycle materials where possible
and process toxic waste.

PARTICULIERS

MATÉRIAUX

PROFESSIONNELS
BOCHER ONLY, FREE DEPOSIT

FREE

CARDBOARD
GLASS
METAL
Emballages
Incinerables

VOLUME INFERIEUR A 25m3/AN
FREE

10 M3 FREE FOR 1YEAR MAX

To reduce the volume of waste
requiring incineration.

2 -Opening hours
Bocher Rubbish tip :
-Monday to Frday : 8.30 a.m - 12.00 a.m
2.00 p.m - 5.00 p.m
-Saturday : 8.30 a.m - 12.00
2 p.m - 5 p.m

Le Closy Rubbish tip :

Monday to Sat : 8.30 a.m – 11H45 a.m
1.30 pm – 17H15 pm

FREE

BULKY
WOOD
Gravats/Inertes

NO

Refus d'Inertes
DANGEROUS WASTE
BATERY
OIL
TYRES

140,00 €/tonne

GREEN WASTES

BOCHER ONLY .
Pricce from the 1st m3. 35,60 €/ tonne ou 6,10 €/ m3

–

- Users will have to leave the platform as soon as
they have finished in order to avoid any
congestion in the waste site .

Rubble remains limitated to 10 m3 /
year.only for particuliers

- Prices for quantities greater than 2 m3 / day
- Prices for quantities greater than 3 m3 / day
except the one listed just down : 136,6 € / ton.

7 -Users’ behaviour
* Modification in the prices :
- Access to the Rubbish tip, waste in the
containers and car manoeuvring are all at the
users’own risk.

( Adjustment in order to cover the costs of
upgrading )
- Garden waste : 5.90euros per m3 from the first
unit.or 35,60 euros per TON

* respect the traffic rules on site ( stop at the
entrance, speed limit, direction signs ...)
* Rubble is limitated to 10 m3 per year
* follow the instructions of the guardians.
10 - Security and reception

/!\ MIXED WASTE PRICE =140,00€/T OR42€/M3

* keep out of the rubbish containers.
8 -Classification of the materials

The custodian is always on site during opening
hours and is in charge of :
- -opening and closing the Rubbish tip.

4 -Forbidden waste

- Users must classify the waste materials
according o section 3 and dump them in the
specified containers.

The following are not accepted :

9 -Accepted quantities / Prices

--informing users and obtaining a good selection
of materials.

- -supervision of the site.

- Industrial waste

Accepted quantities :

- Domestic waste

Le Closy :

--Holding a register of users entering and leaving
the site and those making complaints.

- The limit is strictly 2 m3 per day for all users.

--Managing the dispoal of materials.

Under 2 m3, it is free.

11 - Infringement of the rules

- Amounts over 2 m3 will be refused at Le Closy
and sent to Bocher where it will be weighed and
the individual business invoiced.

Every delivery of forbidden waste ( see
clause 4 ) and more generally any activity
interfering with the operation of waste disposal
site , is liable to be reported to the police and
may be prosecuted.

- Waste liable to decompose except
gaden rubbish.
- Toxic waste from businesses and
craftsmen.
5 -Access to the Rubbish tip

NOTE : The rubbish tip is only accessible
to the public during the specified opening
hours.

6 -Parking of the users’ cars

- Users must :

NO

The invoice is fixed : 136,6 euros / ton from
the first unit.

-Garden waste will be invoiced for
professionnals from the first unit.

- Users are authorized to park their vehicle only
to dump waste in the containers.

BOCHER ONLY .
Pricce from the 1st m3. 140,00 €/ tonne ou 42,00 €/ m3
BOCHER ONLY .
Pricce from the 1st m3. 70,00 €/ tonne ou 11,50 €/ m3

-

- Access is restricted to private vehicles or
commercial vehicles up to 2.25 m high and
maximum weight 3.5 tonnes.

Bocher :
- The limit per day is 3 m3 ( free for all ) Over
this volume, it will be invoiced from the first m3.

